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Daniel: Hello, I'm Daniel Zomparelli and I'm afraid of everything. I'm on a mission to find out 
what you're afraid of. So join me and special guests as we delve into their weirdest and 
worst fears. Then we check in with experts to try and dig into what those fears are really 
about.

Daniel: This is I'm Afraid That.

Daniel: Have you ever felt like everyone was talking about you? Or have you ever walked into a 
room and everyone stopped talking? Maybe you found out that you were the person 
that everyone was gossiping about. I know that this sounds exactly like that monologue 
from Mean Girls, but what I'm trying to say is that unwanted attention can be a scary, 
scary thing.

Daniel: For instance, in high school in my mathematics 11 class I struggled with unwanted 
attention. I was a year younger and in a class full of cool kids who would constantly 
cheat off my paper in tests. On one of the worst days, a friend of mine, who was also 
someone who I had a deep secret crush on, jokingly threw me over a desk and 
pretended to hump me. Keep in mind this was a genuine friend and this was his favorite 
joke, and it was also mine if I'm going to be honest. But when he let up and there was a 
class full of kids whispering around me, I snapped. No I'm not! I yelled out loud, 
assuming they were all saying what I feared most. I mean, I was but that's a different 
story. One of the nicer kids responded with - We were talking about something else. 
And my embarrassment doubled.

Daniel: Our guest, Jordan Peele is familiar with unwanted attention. He's one of the co-creators 
of Key and Peele and a recent Oscar winner for his film Get Out. We talked with him 
about how unwanted attention helped inform and create his blockbuster movie and 
how he uses his fear to inform his art.

Daniel: We also check in with an expert on black horror, Tananarive Due about what makes Get 
Out a standout horror film.

Daniel: This part always makes me feel awkward. We have to just start out of nowhere.

Jordan: We have to start now, conversation.

Daniel: We're here with Jordan Peele, Oscar and Emmy winner.

Jordan: Yes.

Daniel: Double time. And creator of the horror film Get Out, to talk about his fear that I kind of 
can't specifically describe. So I'm actually gonna get you to describe the fear.

Jordan: It's the fear of unwanted attention.

Daniel: Unwanted attention.
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Jordan: That's kinda how I've been ... but I think you could think of it as the fear of public 
speaking. Some of that fear of crowds and spaces wherever there's a lot of people, that 
all kind of goes together in this ball of ... this fear of unwanted attention.

Daniel: Right. I think when you were describing it, your fear of unwanted attention, you were 
also describing a dream and you used that almost as the premise of it.

Jordan: Yeah. So this is a dream that was one of the inspirations for Get Out before I knew what 
I was writing. I knew that this dream sort of identified this fear for me. And it was 
happening during a moment when I was on Mad TV and so I was having probably this 
anxiety about getting recognized for the first time, which is a very unnatural feeling.

Jordan: So I had this dream I was going through a lobby of a bank, and it was just bustling and 
everybody was walking around, and I go into this elevator area. I turn the corner into 
this elevator area, and as I turn the corner all the noise stops. All the hustling and 
bustling, all the talking stops. It just goes dead quiet. I turn back, and you can imagine 
this as directed by Stanley Kubrick or something from The Shining. And I look back at the 
lobby I'd just gone through and all the people are just standing there staring at me. And 
so it's like the moment I lost their sight their façade stopped, of whatever is going on. 
The horrifying, chilling image, right?

Daniel: Yeah.

Jordan: And the scary thing about it, that I really thought about it, is this idea that you got 
caught off guard. That there was a plan or there is some kind of collective thought that 
you're not a part of, and you get seen. So, in the middle of Get Out, obviously the scene 
he goes upstairs and that happens, the conversation stops and the guests look at each 
other and he realized. Whatever they were saying might as well been a script, a really 
chilling moment. And that's the fear.

Daniel: Right. Yeah, I just re-watched Get Out yesterday, and that dream completely stood out.

Jordan: You got it, yeah.

Daniel: And I was like okay, yeah, and it was reminiscent of almost like Truman Show style of 
like finding out that the person that they're utilizing. Very scary stuff.

Daniel: So it came about when you were on Mad TV. So it started when you had this notion of 
being seen.

Jordan: Yeah. I had this weird, unnatural feeling where you start realizing that other people may 
know more about you than you know about them.

Jordan: And another moment in the movie Get Out that sort of triggers that thing is when he's 
looking through his camera. He's trying to get away from the party, and he scans the 
area and you see Dean, played by Bradley Whiftford, talking to a bunch of guests. And 
he makes eye contact with us as Chris, through the lens of the camera, and he goes, 
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"hey" and points and everybody turns and points. It's clear they've just been talking 
about him.

Jordan: And so that feeling I was able to kind of relate to this feeling of being ... of standing out 
racially or standing out with your identify, that people are sort of discussing behind your 
back or have some kind of alliance you're not a part of.

Daniel: Right. Did this fear increase over ... because obviously you're more well known now than 
Mad TV era. Did this fear increase as you continued to become more successful and 
more well known?

Jordan: You know, I think the reason I love fear, the reason I study it and try to use it in my art is 
because I think it's such a powerful emotion. It's a do or die. It's an extreme emotion. 
When you're in fear you just need to preserve your own life and that becomes more ... 
so this is why you see it used first of all, to so many awful, awful ends throughout 
history. Fear is the primary thing. I think with art and with horror movies you can use it 
for something good and you can use it to help bring catharsis, help bring a sense of 
comfort with this fear. You faced it and you survived.

Jordan: So for me, the fact that I've moved into horror movies has been kind of regulating and 
keeps me sort of in charge. I go look, things change and there's just a new way that my 
life is going and I'm dealing with it in my work.

Daniel: Right. That is also very horror movie to do that. Because you're taking your fear and 
turning it in on itself to make sure that you can survive through it.

Jordan: I think everybody who's doing horror or probably pretty much anything, is doing ... 
there's a base level of fear underneath it. And man, I just think ... my favorite horror 
movies of all time, I think it played a great purpose for the society and for individuals.

Daniel: Working through horror, you're pretty in tune with your fears. Is that something you're 
constantly sourcing for the movies?

Jordan: Totally. And I think another thing about fear is they tend to be universal on some level, I 
think. I think with for instance with the character of Chris in Get Out. That fear of being 
somehow the outsider, being talked about or being observed is a universal thing. I don't 
think you have to be one race to know what that feels like. I think you also don't have to 
be a celebrity to know what that feels like. I think there's a primal teenager 
awkwardness, that phase you go through as mortality is sinking in a completely different 
way in that phase, and all you're thinking is how you're being perceived and if you're 
being talked about behind your back, and the feeling of outsider is something that 
everybody goes through I think.

Daniel: Yeah. It's kind of a bit of why I wanted to do this podcast where it's like I think specific 
fears can always reach out to a more universal one.

Jordan: Yeah. It's a similar anxiety to like when the phone rings.
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Daniel: Right.

Jordan: I feel like 90% of the time when the phone rings I have this jolt of, oh no!

Daniel: Yeah, I have a deep fear of phone rings. Because to me it's only ever bad news. It's 
either like your friend hates you or somebody died. That's a phone ring call for me.

Jordan: And it's the mystery. And by the way, it's the fact that you don't know how long the 
person whose gonna be on that line has been planning this phone call or what they're 
gonna say. All you know is you're caught off guard. You were not expecting it, but they 
could come at you with like, so why the fuck did you do it? And you're like wait, what? 
What did I do? Why the fuck did you do it? You know damn well. You're like oh shit, 
what the fuck, what did I do, you mean, you know ... what?

Daniel: It's that cold sweat that you get from the phone.

Jordan: You mean when I stole your wallet? You stole my wallet? No, I didn't, wait!

Jordan: Your powerlessness. A loss of control, immediately when the phone rings.

Daniel: Right.

Jordan: So it's the same thing. Getting hijacked in a way. Getting ... you're on autopilot and then 
all of a sudden someone's looking at you and they've been looking at you and you're like 
oh gosh, okay, wait, what?

Daniel: Does social media feed into this fear at all?

Jordan: Great question. I mean yeah. Social media of course is like ... it's this weird tapestry that 
everyone kind of creates. Some dabbling here, get hard core into this other thing. I think 
the reason social media is so addictive is because you're sort of building a strategy. You 
get certain hits of good feeling. Like if somebody likes something you said or something 
like that. That feels great. But then you also get these moments where it's like a bad text 
conversation where you didn't ... somehow you're in a fight and you didn't set out to be 
in a fight online. And I think that that part of the roller coaster is part of what brings us 
back, honestly. It's this feeling of sort of flirting with that line of not knowing and not 
being able to predict how you're gonna be perceived or dealt with.

Jordan: If you put something up on YouTube you'll just be ... the responses are so over the top 
hateful, right?

Daniel: Right.

Jordan: You have to say look, people are doing their own thing. They're using social media to 
solve whatever hole in their life is going on and you cannot, cannot treat these people 
who hurl things as if they're people you respect. This is not like someone in your family 
saying this. This is a stranger who could literally be an unhinged individual or could be 
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anybody. But whatever's going on you just can't let that in. You can get a hundred 
people saying they love your shit and the one person who goes dark on you, that will be 
the one you obsess over, and you can't let that happen. It just doesn't make any sense.

Jordan: It just shows you something about us, right? Why is that the one that gets the 
attention? Why is that the guy that gets your emotional power, your emotional 
attention, is the one that hurts your feelings. And it throws you back to that 12, 13-year-
old kid who everything rises and falls on, does your school think you're cool? Do they 
think you suck? Do they ... who are you?

Daniel: When did you start getting into fear?

Jordan: I wasn't into it until I was probably around 12 years old. And I'd been very scared 
growing up, of movies. I'd be curious but I'd see a movie I wasn't supposed to see.

Daniel: Do you remember some of them?

Jordan: Yes of course, like Child's Play.

Daniel: Oh yep.

Jordan: And so that doll ... Nightmare on Elm Street. These movies that at night you almost 
regret that you saw it.

Daniel: Right.

Jordan: Like why would I do that to myself? Now I'm petrified of Freddy. Chucky's under my bed. 
What have I done? But you always kind of go back and see it and see the next one and 
you go to your friend's house and ... so there's this love-hate relationship, but it's mostly 
hate intrigue. So I had that awful dance with horror films growing up.

Jordan: When I was around 13 I remember being at ... my school went on this camping trip and I 
told this ghost story and I scared the shit out of them. And I felt this power. And the 
power was that I wasn't afraid all of a sudden. I was in the woods at night and I'm not 
used to the woods. And I remember walking after that feeling so ... everyone was 
freaked out and I remember going back into the woods across, at night going through 
the woods, to this other cabin to get something, maybe for my bag or something. And it 
was like this trek into the scariest environment imaginable. I'd be scared today going 
back there. But I had this power. I was just booned by the fact that I'd told this story so I 
was now one of the monsters. I was somehow on the other side.

Jordan: And so that's my ... that's when I fell in love and I realized okay this is the most powerful 
emotion. That's why it scared me. That's why I had all these nightmares. But when you 
can evoke it to help people face their fears, you've dealt with your own.

Daniel: So then from that point on did you continue to write horror in some fashion or another?
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Jordan: Not for a long time. I drew a lot and I came up with a lot of nuggets of ideas and really 
this aesthetic of what my horror aesthetic is. But I didn't formally write anymore. I went 
into comedy.

Jordan: Comedy taught me in a really serious, almost scientific way, these different ways to take 
an idea and to sort of play the game with the idea, whether it's comedic, whether it's 
horror. It's playing the game of the scene.

Daniel: Right, I mean a lot of the people I've spoken to are in comedy but as someone used to 
dealing in horror, do you personally use comedy to cope with fears?

Jordan: So I believe both comedy and horror, and probably all art if I really went into thinking 
about it, I believe they're ways that we're dealing with our biggest fear, which is death. 
Which is the biggest unknown. We fear what we don't know. I believe that. And death is 
the big one. Whether or not you think you know, somewhere in your heart you know 
you don't know.

Jordan: So I think comedy and horror are ways we deal with that. I think that the rhythms of 
both comedy and horror ... in my mind my favorite, most effective are this idea of 
setting a pattern, setting if/then and allow the audience to think they know what's 
coming and then give them ... break the pattern. Give them something different.

Jordan: So in Key and Peele, in a bit, I Said Bitch sketch, you know we keep getting farther and 
father from our wives. Do you know the sketch? I said biiiiiiitch. All right, you're the one 
person in the world ... see this is good for my fear. You're the one person in the world 
that doesn't come up to me and say, I said biiitch.

Daniel: I'm not ... my husband can attest to the fact that I'm not good at keeping up with 
comedy stuff.

Jordan: That's good. I'm glad.

Daniel: I'm sorry.

Jordan: And I'll give you ... the quick version is these guys are talking shit about their wives, but 
it's clear they didn't ... they're saying they have these conversations that they clearly 
didn't say. So every time, they look around and be like - you know I told her, I told her 
right to her face. I said it. I said, biiitch. And the other guy is like, you said that? Anyway, 
so long story short. They keep getting farther away from their wives because they're 
clearly trying to get out of earshot, and they move all the way ... at one point they're in a 
field, and it's like they were in a tree, now they're in a field. And then the last one 
they're just in space. They're in a spaceship, as far away. And anyway, so you're sort of 
building this pattern and we heighten to this thing that's following a pattern, but it's 
heightened farther than what we thought it could be. So it's the surprise. It's a good 
laugh.
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Jordan: Long story short, when you break a pattern you get a laugh, I think. And I think the same 
thing happens with horror. With these moments where you think something is over 
here, somebody's gonna pop out the door, but it doesn't and they close it and 
something's behind the door and you didn't realize. That moment allows you to face this 
sort of ... it's just sort of cathartic, you can't help it, you scream, you do whatever. You 
laugh.

Daniel: My go-to is laughing.

Jordan: Laugh.

Daniel: Yeah.

Jordan: See, they're so connected. That to me are these little versions of us playing out the great 
pattern breaker, death, and seeing that on the other side there's something. And so 
that's my theory. Both things are about dealing with death.

Daniel: Thank you so much for joining us on the podcast.

Jordan: Thank you. It was great.

Daniel: That was Jordan Peele and his fear of unwanted attention. Before we check in with 
expert Tananarive Due, let's listen to some of the voicemails you left on our fear line.

Caller 1: I think my biggest fear is that I'm gonna eat the wrong thing. Like if I'm going out to a 
restaurant I will pour over the internet and lists for hours to find the perfect restaurant, 
because if I go to the wrong restaurant it will be a huge waste. I get nervous I'm not 
gonna pick the right thing on the menu that I want. I can look at [inaudible 00:21:18] for 
hours on end and never ... it's like is it pizza that I want or is it Mexican? And it can really 
wear on me, you know, if you make the wrong decision.

Caller 1: Sometimes you might not eat out again for a week, and all you can do is think about 
that awful enchilada you had when you really wanted some Gracie's pizza. Anyway, 
that's my biggest fear. Bye.

Caller 2: Hey, my name is Chelsea, and I got a weird fear to share. Since I was a kid I have always 
been very, very afraid of people on stilts. But the caveat is that they have to be wearing 
stilt pants so I can't see that they're on stilts, right? So it's a fear of something that has 
extra long legs and seeing that thing walk around. It revolts me and I start sweating and 
I cannot handle it, and when I encounter it in the wild, so circus' or fairs or things like 
that, it feels like a nightmare come true. So yep, my fear is people on stilts that look like 
their legs are far too long for their bodies. Terrifying.

Daniel: We're with professor, screenwriter, and award-winning author Tananarive Due. You're 
here to help us chat about Jordan Peele's fear of unwanted attention.

Tananarive: Great.
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Daniel: You're an expert on black horror. You recently created a class for this.

Tananarive: Absolutely. I have two versions of the class. There's the UCLA class that Jordan Peele 
actually surprised. And I had so much interest in that class that my husband, Steven 
Barnes, and I created a public webinar version of our black horror course, The Sunken 
Place, which is at www.sunkenplaceclass.com.

Daniel: Cool. So anyone can take this course?

Tananarive: Anyone can take the course now. Including an interview with Jordan Peele. He Skyped in 
and did an interview just for the webinar.

Daniel: Wow. That is perfect.

Tananarive: Yeah. Let me talk just quickly about the genesis. Because I was teaching a class called 
Afro-Futurism at UCLA, which basically is black speculative fiction. So science fiction, 
fantasy, horror, magical realism, all of the ways that different black creators, starting in 
my class with W.E.B. De Bois, the anti-lynching and NAACP activist, who is best known as 
an activist and essayist but wrote a science fiction story called The Comet, which was 
looking at the race problem. Like the last two survivors are a black man and a white 
woman. Which actually feeds in to Jordan Peele because the same is true in Get Out. It's 
that dynamic between the black man and the white woman, which has been so 
explosive in American History.

Tananarive: If you go back to the Birth of a Nation, D.W. Griffith, that was the whole emotional 
impetus of sort of the rise of the Klu Klux Klan of justice bearers basically. They're the 
heroes because black men were either lusting after or chasing a white woman through 
the woods or asking politely for a white woman's hand in marriage. You know it really 
didn't matter how the approach was made, it was always an outrage. And the whole 
film turns on that.

Tananarive: So when I saw Get Out, and Get Out came out as I was teaching the Afro-Futurism class, 
I did dedicate a lecture to it, but I was like oh that's not enough. Because there's so 
much here. Get Out really encompasses so much of what I call the black horror 
aesthetic. Okay I came up with that term for the course.

Daniel: That's also cool that you came up ... you created a term.

Tananarive: Yeah well, because it's like ... an interview asked me once, well why black horror? 
What's the difference between horror and black horror? And in some ways if it were a 
Venn diagram, they're meeting in the middle. If you're a horror fan you can love Get 
Out. It doesn't have to have anything to do with a racial experience. But it's just that for 
black creators, including me, one of the reasons I write horror is specifically to try to 
process racial trauma. Which is what you see in Get Out, you see in Tales from the 
Hood. There's a lot of black horror that is looking at the thing itself, like right in its face.
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Tananarive: And sometimes it's more metaphorically. Sometimes it's just can we be in the movie and 
survive. You know what I mean?

Daniel: That's why it's so great. We know those tropes of like the black people get killed first.

Tananarive: Absolutely.

Daniel: That's been made fun of.

Tananarive: So horror fans, of course, have seen a million times the horror tropes that usually 
surround blacks when they're in the horror movies. Not when they were necessarily 
created by black creators, but they're in horror movies. So it's the sacrificial negro. 
Which goes back to that faithful servant trope even in Birth of a Nation, where black 
people for no reason you can understand, throw themselves in harms way to protect 
you. Which is a real favorite, and I would use Stanley Kubrick's The Shining as kind of an 
indirect example of that. Because even though Dick Hallorann didn't know he was 
walking into a death trap specifically. He literally had just set foot in the Overlook Hotel 
when he got the ax in the chest. So the purpose was to use his body to create terror and 
give him nothing else to do. Which is very different from the way Stephen King wrote it 
in his novel I'll point out.

Tananarive: But in cinema that trope of the sacrificial negro is both a comforting- that man, oh he's 
trying to help me. He'll do anything to help me. He'll die to help me. But also to set up, 
uh oh, the danger is real. And if we have this sacrifice, just wait til we get to the real 
characters.

Tananarive: So there's the sacrificial negro, the magical negro. Which again, actually that Dick 
Hallorann character is a magical negro too. And in other works also where they only 
function to impart their magic to you, or their magic explantation to you.

Daniel: And that one is still prevalent today.

Tananarive: Yeah. And they don't have a life almost other than that. That's what really makes it 
egregious. I mean sure, even I create characters outside of my own culture who know 
things that the primary characters don't know. But you have to make them real 
characters and you have to give them inwardness and life and a reason. A reason to 
want to intervene. So Get Out of course is flying in the face of all that. And it has a 
message. And I thought oh my gosh. This has to be a class. Because I can use Get Out as 
a linchpin to look at other black horror, both cinema and literature, that deals with sort 
of shrugging off these tropes but also moving forward into deeper conversations. Like in 
Peele's case with Get Out, racism is the monster. And Rusty Cundieff does that with 
Tales from the Hood.

Tananarive: And Get Out is a great conversation starter for that. So that's where the class came 
from.

Daniel: When you're writing horror, are you sourcing some of your own fears?
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Tananarive: Oh absolutely. I mean yes. Not even ...

Daniel: Feel free to list as many as you want. I'm just kidding.

Tananarive: I'm not even hiding most of them. I like to go straight at it. Since I'm always on one level 
addressing my fears in almost everything I write, when I'm doing it right and when I'm 
being honest, sometimes you get a tear in your eye when you accidentally uncover 
something in your story that you didn't know was there or didn't know was coming. But 
that tear in the eye is harder to transfer to a reader because they don't have your set of 
experiences. So I don't trust the tears, that the readers will feel the tears.

Tananarive: But with scares, I think I've developed a pretty good instinct for how to transfer what is 
scaring me personally or in my ideas about the story, and how to convey that fear to the 
reader through the character. And it feels good. Maybe it's kind of a sick thing, you want 
to pass your fears on. But it's not that you're passing it on, because everybody has fears 
whether they're engaging with their fears or not. So the horror fan is looking for a way 
to engage with their fear. And it's like here let me light this torch and pass this torch to 
you and you light it and pass it around and we're all gonna sit around and Aaah 
together.

Daniel: It feels like it's a communal thing, where maybe at a very basic human animal type thing 
that we're all trying to warn people of these fears in a sense. So when they jump out 
they're like yeah that is scary or we're all scared together. There's something almost 
primal about that.

Tananarive: Yeah. And I feel like especially in the more recent political environment, it feels like I 
have my engine running all the time. Like the car is ready emotionally for me to throw 
my bag in and get the hell out.

Daniel: Oh so literally and figuratively.

Tananarive: This sense that all of these scenarios we see play out in the zombie stories and the 
postapocalyptic stories are right around the corner in a way that I haven't felt before. It 
just feels like if my husband woke me up in the middle of the night and said hey we 
gotta go, I wouldn't ask why. I would be like we gotta go. That's the joke about black 
people in horror movies. And I think part of that stereotype, that blacks wouldn't be in a 
movie, like Richard Pryor, I think it was Richard Pryor, who had the old joke about a 
black character going into a haunted house and the house says, hello, and he says good-
bye, in the movie, right? In the movie.

Tananarive: I just heard Cedric the Entertainer doing his old bit about how you will never see a 
person in a movie say why ya'll running? I'm just gonna start running and then we will 
sort all that out later, cuz obviously what's going on back there is none of my business. 
So that feeling, that feeling that a lot of blacks have is a joke, but that feeling comes 
from displacement. It comes from Jim Crow. It comes from insecurity, you know? 
Because you've seen stuff happen so you know sometimes you have to run. Whereas 
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people who haven't seen things happen don't understand that and they wanna 
investigate why, why people are running, right?

Tananarive: But I feel like collectively, societally even, not just confined to black people, we are all 
having this kind of insecurity where it's not implausible that we have to run. It's not 
gonna be zombies probably, but it will be something.

Daniel: Oh man. Thank you so much for joining us.

Tananarive: Thank you for having me.

Daniel: If anyone wants to pick up Tananarive's latest book, Go Summer. This is your latest book 
right?

Tananarive: It is. It's a book of short stories called Go Summer.

Daniel: I'm just starting it and it's very delightful.

Tananarive: Well thank you. And if you wanna learn more about black horror, don't forget that 
anyone can take the online course at www.sunkenplaceclass.com

Daniel: I'm Afraid That is produced by me, Daniel Zomparelli, Gabe Liedman, and Little 
Everywhere. If you have a fear you'd like to hear on the show, please share with us at 
imafraidthat.com or you can get more info on the guests and experts. That's 
imafraidthat.com. If you've enjoyed the podcast, please subscribe, review, and share. It 
helps other people find the show. Thank you for listening.
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